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Developmental overnutrition

• Recent extension of hypothesis going 
back at least 60 years

• Original hypothesis concerned with 
maternal glucose levels 
– gestational diabetes/hyperglycaemia is

causally related to macrosomia and possibly 
later offspring obesity

• But can we extrapolate from this that the 
obesity epidemic is being fuelled by inter-
generational acceleration of obesity? 



“the obesity epidemic could 
accelerate through successive 

generations independent of 
further genetic or 

environmental factors”. 

Ebbeling CB, Pawlak DB, Ludwig 
DS. Lancet 2002; 360:473-482 



Aims

• To explore evidence for the suggestion 
that mothers who are more adipose during 
pregnancy will programme their offspring 
to greater adiposity by:
– Comparing associations of maternal pre-

pregnancy BMI with offspring fat mass to 
associations of paternal BMI (assessed in 
early pregnancy) with offspring fat mass

– Using maternal FTO, adjusted for offspring
FTO, as an instrumental variable for 
intrauterine exposure to maternal obesity
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Associations of potential confounders. In the instrumental variables analysis confounders are 

controlled for because they are not associated with the instrumental. In the comparison of maternal 

BMI-offspring fat mass to paternal BMI-offspring fat mass, we adjusted for available potential 

confounders, but the underlying assumption is that confounders will act similarly on both the 

maternal and paternal associations and so any greater effect of maternal BMI is unlikely to be fully 

explained by confounding

Paternal FTO genotype is not available but one can see how this is controlled for, by adjusting for 

offspring FTO in the instrumental variable analysis.



ALSPAC
The Avon Longitudinal Study

of Parents and Children



Outcome: Total fat mass at age 9/11 

determined by Lunar Prodigy whole body DXA



Exposure: Maternal BMI

Mothers: Self report pre-pregnancy height 
and weight at recruitment (1st antenatal 
clinic visit)

– R=0.95 for correlation of self-report weight 

and actual weight at first clinic



Father’s BMI (for comparison)

• Fathers: Questionnaire sent via mothers 
(during early pregnancy). Self report of 
their height and weight



Instrumental variable: Maternal & 
offspring FTO



Results 1
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Adjusted for offspring sex, age, height & puberty; parental SEP, education, smoking 

& maternal parity & mutually adjusted for each parents BMI (NB: full adjusted 

associations no different to simple sex, age and height)



Results 2: Sensitivity analyses for 
non-paternity with total fat mass
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Results 3: IV analyses
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OLS: Ordinary Least Squares (conventional) regression; IV: Instrumental variable 

analysis, instrumental variable = mothers FTO controlling for offspring FTO

NB: OLS adjusted as in results 1, but slightly fewer participants included here
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Results 4: graphical representation of IV 

analyses



Results 5: Could developmental overnutrition be a 

major contributor to obesity epidemic?

• IV and OLS results statistically consistent with each other, so 
maternal adiposity could be positively causally related to 
offspring adiposity

• Parental comparisons suggest that the offspring of mothers 
who have a pregnancy BMI greater by 1SD than other 
mothers will have on average 0.11SD greater fat mass at 
age 9 to 11 as a result of a unique maternal effect (i.e. 
difference in maternal and paternal coefficients)

• If we take account of reasonable levels of non-paternity 
(10%) this unique maternal effect reduces to 0.08SD

• Amongst UK children aged 11 years BMI increased by 
0.47SD in males and 0.53SD in females between 1987 and 
1997 – i.e. more than x5 that possibly due to developmental 
overnutrition (remember the unique maternal effect may not 
be intrauterine) 



Limitations
• Parental weight and height self report

• Limited power for IV analyses
– Results statistical consistent with OLS but look like a 

null association

• No genetic data on fathers 

• These analyses (including IV analyses) assess 
association of mean maternal body mass during 
pregnancy and not weight change

• Outcomes in offspring when most pre-pubertal, 
whereas public health scare concerned with their 
adiposity when they are child bearing age

• Assumptions of IV & OLS analyses



Conclusions

• Neither approach provides strong evidence that 

developmental overnutrition is a major driver of 

recent obesity epidemic, BUT

• Need further studies with:

– Larger sample size

– With better measurements of maternal (and paternal) 
adiposity in pregnancy

– With measures of maternal weight gain in pregnancy

– Outcomes measured in offspring at older ages

– With genetic data available on fathers
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